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Genetic Vulnerability 
YOUR CHARACTER’S VULNERABILITY reflects the increased genetic risk 
that some individuals face for developing depression during residency. 

Many psychiatric illnesses have been shown to have high heritability. Most notably, 
Autism Spectrum Disorder, Schizophrenia, Bipolar Disorder, Alzheimer’s Demen-
tia, and some forms of Substance Use Disorder are each thought to have a heritabil-
ity of greater than 50% (1). In contrast, Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) appears 
to have among the lowest heritability of all psychiatric illnesses (~30%). One 
reason for its low heritability may be that Major Depressive Disorder may reflect 
more of a syndrome than a specific, individual disease (or, phrased differently, that 
individuals diagnosed with MDD may comprise a heterogeneous group). 

Another interesting possibility is that certain individuals might have an increased 
risk for developing depression in the context of environmental stressors. The idea 
of a gene x environment interaction is now relatively common-place – but it was 
not in the mid-2000’s. Indeed, part of the impetus for the creation of the Intern 
Health Study was to explore exactly this question.  

The seminal paper on the topic was published by Avshalom Caspi’s group, in 
2003. Their group showed that individuals who had one or two copies of a spe-
cific (“short”) allele for the serotonin transporter protein (thus leading to a less 
transcriptionally active form), were more likely to develop depression – but only 
in the context of increased life stressors. In the years following this paper, there 
was significant controversy over whether the claims were valid, in part due to the 
historical inability to prospectively identify the onset of stressors and of depressive 
symptoms. The PI’s of the Intern Health Study had the epiphany that Internship 
was actually the perfect model for testing this question – a large cohort of generally 
healthy individuals could be assessed prior to the onset of a predictable stressor 
and then prospectively followed through time. 

In fact, in addition to the many other risk factors that have since been identified 
(talk to your colleagues now about what they’ve just learned about their own char-
acters’ vulnerabilities!), data from the Intern Health Study confirmed that individu-
als with at least one copy of the “short” serotonin transporter allele were more likely 
to develop depression during their intern year. 

While genetic testing is not currently indicated, these data confirm the overarch-
ing theme of this session: intern year is a stressful experience; individuals are at 
high risk for depression (some more than others); we should carefully consider 
the many factors that may contribute to the onset of depression; and we should 
aggressively pursue any and all approaches that can be used to mitigate the risk of 
depression and to rapidly and effectively treat it when it occurs (as we will continue 
to discuss throughout the game). 
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Pre-existing Condition
YOUR CHARACTER’S VULNERABILITY was intended to capture the chal-
lenge that many residents face in managing not only their patients’ problems but 
their own pre-existing medical conditions. While the number of physicians with 
health challenges is difficult to ascertain, one study of US medical students found 
that up to 12% (1) of students reported disabilities (which, of course, may be far 
lower than the number who have a pre-existing condition but do not consider it to 
be a “disability”; consider as a point of reference that approximately half of college 
students in the US seek mental health care at some point during their undergrad-
uate training). The health challenges of physicians in training are varied and can 
include physical disabilities, pregnancy complications, and a wide range of psychi-
atric, cognitive, and medical issues. 

While some of these conditions are visible, others may not be obvious. The decision 
to disclose one’s medical condition to supervisors and peers can be fraught, given: 
the myth of the Invincible Physician; the pressure as a trainee to appear competent, 
independent, and strong; and the desire to not inconvenience colleagues and fac-
ulty. In addition, some conditions (such as major depression or breast cancer) may 
carry stigma that prevents trainees from seeking support. 

Whether or not individuals choose to disclose, they may encounter circumstanc-
es that are either challenging or overtly unsafe for themselves and their patients 

– either due to a lack of accommodations or the inability of a system to provide 
adequate accommodations. For example: restrooms on a particular unit may not 
be wheelchair accessible – under emergency circumstances this might force an 
individual to choose between soiling themselves and leaving the unit without 
physician coverage; being on-call for a 28-hour shift might be destabilizing for a 
physician with previously well-controlled epilepsy, narcolepsy, or affective disorder. 

It is crucial that programs create a culture wherein residents are comfortable 
disclosing pre-existing conditions without fear of adverse consequences and that 
programs then implement effective accommodations. In many cases, broader in-
stitutional support may be available (e.g. through an Office for Equal Opportunity). 
Providing residents with time off for medical appointments and leave of absences 
as necessary can help protect both trainee wellness and patient care. 
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Poor Workplace Climate
YOUR CHARACTER’S VULNERABILITY was intended to capture the chal-
lenges that many clinicians face relating to a poor workplace climate. Consid-
erable literature has demonstrated the toxic effects of microaggressions — or 
more overt discriminatory practices — that are based on an individual’s race, 
ethnicity, gender, sexuality, religion, or other characteristics. These behaviors 
may originate from patients, family members, and other health care profession-
als and may occur both in clinical and educational settings (1-4). Such events 
may cause individuals to feel isolated, unfairly discriminated against, and like 
they don’t belong. Ultimately, they may also make it more likely for individuals 
to take a leave of absence or withdraw from training completely (1). Through 
the Hospital Event cards, we have tried to capture the fact that such incidents 
may occur both on their own and also in the context of other, already stressful 
circumstances. 

Critically, though perhaps less frequently discussed, there is also a robust liter-
ature demonstrating the value of diversity in organizations (e.g. 5). While for-
mal examination of diversity in medicine is still in its infancy, there is evidence 
that medical students who train in diverse environments feel better prepared to 
treat diverse patient populations and have a better understanding of the struc-
tural barriers to doing so that will need to be overcome (6). 

All of us are more privileged in some ways and less so in others. Being an effec-
tive Ally requires each of us to reflect on ourselves, our backgrounds, and the 
environments in which we live and work. We then need to be willing to com-
mit, on an ongoing basis, to addressing discrimination, supporting colleagues 
who may face challenges different from our own, and to pursuing advocacy 
efforts to ensure our medical systems best serve us and our patients. 
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Resilience
YOUR CHARACTER’S “VULNERABILITY” is intended to capture the idea 
that some individuals are more resilient to stress than others (in case you haven’t 
noticed, there are no Pink hospital events). 

As we described in an early EOR experience and have continued to discuss 
throughout the game, there are a number of psychological, social, and behavioral 
attributes that have been identified as characterizing resilient individuals (e.g. so-
cial support, optimism, physical health, and a sense of purpose).

Considerable research has also been done to characterize individual resilience at a 
biological level. In this regard, one key discovery has been the role of neuropeptide 
Y (NPY), a small and abundant protein that counteracts anxiogenic effects of the 
sympathetic nervous system and hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis. One of the 
coolest findings came from a study led by C. Andy Morgan, in which researchers 
examined U.S. Army Special Forces soldiers while they were engaged in a phys-
ically and mentally demanding training exercise (1). Relative to other soldiers, 
members of the elite unit mounted a more intense cortisol stress response and also 
generated higher serum levels of NPY (even though the baseline levels of NPY 
were equal between the groups). Moreover, NPY levels correlated positively with 
behavioral performance in the training exercise and negatively with symptoms 
consistent with PTSD. Other studies have shown that soldiers with PTSD may have 
lower levels of NPY compared to soldiers without PTSD (2) and that mutations in 
the gene that codes for the production of NPY may be a risk factor for the develop-
ment of PTSD (3).  

Together, these results suggest that resilient individuals are able to generate a robust 
stress response and that NPY may play a crucial role in allowing them to keep the 
stress response “short and sweet” and return to baseline once it is no longer neces-
sary. (See Levinsohn, 2017 for an NNCI commentary on this topic.)
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Neuroticism
PERSONALITY IS THE CONCEPT that describes all the individual qualities, 
traits, characteristics, and quirks that make you “you.” Beginning with Carl Jung’s 
description of introverts and extroverts, personality theory was born. Psychologists 
have since sought to expand Jung’s dichotomous understanding to a more nuanced 
spectrum that takes into account contextual personality traits based on environ-
ment and time, and a consideration of the underlying biological drives. This led to 
the generally accepted theory of the Big Five personality traits consisting of extra-
version, agreeableness, openness, conscientiousness, and neuroticism.     

Neuroticism, in particular, describes the tendency of existing in a primarily 
negative or anxious emotional state. It is characterized by a propensity for low 
self-esteem, social anxiety, irritability, fearfulness, poor inhibition of impulses, and 
helplessness. In general, neurotic individuals set extremely high goals for them-
selves, tend to underestimate their own performance, and have strong emotional 
reactions to stressful situations that can lead to burnout and higher propensity for 
depression and anxiety disorders. 

Researchers have related burnout to neuroticism and poor emotional stability 
more frequently than to any of the rest of the Big Five personality traits. Studies 
on the relationship between neuroticism and burnout have typically shown that 
individuals who are high in neuroticism are more likely to report feelings of emo-
tional exhaustion, to report lower levels of personal achievement and, in the case of 
healthcare providers, to dehumanize their patients (depersonalization). Findings 
from the Intern Health Study have consistently shown neuroticism as a major risk 
for the development of depression. 

Mechanistically, research studies have illustrated two key findings potentially 
linking neuroticism to an elevated risk for affective and anxiety disorders. First, 
functional imaging data have shown an overactive amygdala response to negative 
valence cues in neurotic individuals. Second, it appears that there may be a correla-
tion between neuroticism and serotonin transporter function in the thalamus (of 
particular importance as thalamic nuclei process, gate, and relay information from 
subcortical structures to the prefrontal cortex; disrupting these may lead to higher 
acute and chronic stress responses).

Because of its effectiveness at dampening down amygdalar tone, mindfulness 
meditation has been proposed as a potential effective intervention for neuroticism. 
Additionally, through its emphasis on non-judgmentally focusing attention on 
the contents of the mind, this psychotherapeutic technique can aid with self-ac-
ceptance. Cognitive behavioral therapy has also been successfully employed to 
challenge the maladaptive thoughts and negative emotional states that characterize 
this personality trait.  
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Impostor Syndrome
YOUR CHARACTER’S VULNERABILITY was intended to capture the 
phenomenon of Impostor Syndrome. Impostor Syndrome has been relatively well- 
described in business and other settings though somewhat less so in medicine. 
Nonetheless, the limited data that exist suggest that it may affect a large proportion 
of residents and be a significant contributor to physician burnout and depression 
(1, 2). 

At its core, Impostor Syndrome is characterized by feelings of inadequacy and a 
sense of not belonging. There may be many contributing factors including demo-
graphic, environmental, cultural, and familial. For example, those from an under-
represented group in medicine, those who are the first in their family to attend 
college or medical school, and those who are practicing outside of their country or 
culture of origin may be more susceptible. 

Among medical students, Impostor Syndrome has been correlated with increases 
in cynicism, depersonalization, and physical and emotional exhaustion. Not sur-
prisingly, these feelings may lead to burnout and depression (3). 

Individuals with Impostor Syndrome may also find it more difficult to establish 
a healthy work-life balance. Many are prone to perfectionism, feeling the need to 
work harder than others to prove that they are qualified or simply deserving of 
their positions. 

Through the hospital event cards, we have tried to capture the idea that certain 
stressful events may disproportionately affect such individuals. People with Impos-
tor Syndrome are especially sensitive to circumstances that threaten their sense of 
belonging, which can include receiving criticism, being responsible for a medical 
error, or even being responsible for making care decisions without close supervi-
sion. Paradoxically, some successes can also feel challenging for people struggling 
with this phenomenon as feelings of unworthiness and lack of belonging can inten-
sify when promotions or awards are offered. 

The most important aspect of managing impostor syndrome is to be willing to 
“name it” and then talk openly about it. Many individuals may be unaware of latent 
feelings of impostorship until they read or hear about it – and it may come as a 
considerable relief to discover that Impostor Syndrome is both a well-defined and 
relatively common phenomenon. Strong mentorship and social support also play 
crucial roles in helping individuals feel integrated into their community and estab-
lish a sense of belonging. 

Take a minute to check out: tinyurl.com/InternYear-Grace for a beautiful graphic 
editorial that captures the heart of the phenomenon for first year physicians. 
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